Building the New Urban Agenda: Listening to the Local
CUI x Local Residencies in Five Canadian Cities

CUI Local

CUI Local

October 18 – October 20, 2021

Inclusion, Reconciliation, Housing, Mental health
● Dream in Colour - The City of Victoria’s Welcoming City Strategy provides
newcomers with a safe space and access to resources. The strategy is intended to
remove barriers to City services and foster a compassionate and neighbourly
community where all residents are encouraged to participate in civic life.
● In 2017 the City of Victoria and members of the Esquimalt and Songhees Nations
created the City Family to help reconcile the past and continue to navigate ongoing
diﬃcult situations.The Lekwungen unit of governance is the family, not a task force.
● Aboriginal Coalition to End Homelessness Society (ACEH) provides a new way of
delivering housing for Indigenous people experiencing homeless and creating a
community that is rooted in land-based healing and feeding the spirit, heart and
mind.

CUI x Local Windsor June 15 – 17, 2021

Inclusion, Reconciliation, Mental health
● The average house price increased 49% between March 2020 and March 2021,
among the hottest markets in Canada.
● Windsor is committed to eliminating homeless by 2028 and has housed 900 people
since 2015.
● City of Windsor is pursuing the creation of a homeless shelter hub concept – a
city-constructed or renovated space for a new, 60-bed homeless shelter and hub
with wraparound services, in one location.
● United Way of Windsor-Essex pondering an “investors collaborative,” to bring
together foundations, philanthropists and funders to ﬁll the gaps.

Mental health, Housing, Partnerships, Libraries
● CAMHA pilot project aimed to build awareness and reduce stigma by providing a community
Wellness Desk at the Calgary Public Library where people can quickly access critical
resources.
● Attainable Homes Calgary is a non-proﬁt social enterprise, created and owned by the City of
Calgary, that works to help moderate-income Calgarians achieve homeownership.
● Calgary’s RESOLVE Campaign is a collaboration among nine partners to build aﬀordable and
supportive housing for 3,000 vulnerable and homeless Calgarians.
● Calgary Library has been working with the Indigenous Place Making Council of Canada to
receive guidance on making Indigenous visual and oral storytelling more prominent in
libraries. Consultations helped create the library’s Indigenous Placemaking initiative
showcasing artworks. Having these pieces in the library helps create an inclusive space for
sharing and gathering of all Nations and communities to learn and grow together.

Housing, Reconciliation, Mental health, Funding
● Edmonton’s Place to Call Home plan to end chronic homelessness and has
permanently housed more than 9,500 people over the past ten years.
● Including permanent supportive housing where residents are provided a lease, pay
subsidized rent and receive health and life skills support.
● The plan calls for the construction of 2,500 units by 2022.
● The Recover project is creating safe spaces for people to bring their Indigenous
cultures and ways of being to inform what a transformed city looks, feels and acts
like.
● Community Revitalization Levies (CRLs) allow city to borrow against future property
tax revenues to pay upfront for the public infrastructure that is needed to encourage
new development in a speciﬁc area.

Equity and Diversity

Mental Health

● Persistent systemic racism against
Indigenous and other minority groups

● Eﬀorts to address mental health issues
are fragmented

● Municipal governments are working
with local community organizations to
create safe spaces and access to
resources for equity seeking groups

● Cities are making investments and
breaking down silos by working with
partners to address mental health
challenges in the communities.

Housing

Libraries

● Increasing costs of ownership and a
lack of aﬀordable and social housing
and homelessness

● The pandemic has profoundly isolated
communities and stretched services to
their limits

● Cities are collaborating with other
levels of government, non-proﬁt, and
private sector to tackle housing issues

● Libraries are shared public spaces and
are responding to communities needs
in new and innovative ways.

Panel Discussion
Lowly, unpurposeful and random as they may appear, sidewalk
contacts are the small change from which a city’s wealth of public life
must grow.

● What did we learn during covid?
● What’s working, what’s not and
what’s next for Canadian cities?
● What kinds of cooperation is
needed at multiple levels of
government?

- Jane Jacobs

